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These rnstructions
do not purport to cover all&toils
or vorrutions uz equcpmont nor toprwcdefor
every possible contrngency to be met IL connectron wrrh installotton,
operathon or mmntenonce
Shouldfurther
mnformot~on be deared orshouldpartrcula.rprob!ems
oase whrch are not covered suff~ctentlyfor
IhepurchaJer’rputposps.
the
mater should be referred to General Electrrc Company.
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3.05 Refer to the system instructions
adjustment procedures.

4.01 Check for proper
receptacle:

connections

for additional

to the card

1.0 QENERAL

This instruction provides basic information regarding
the subject card. Refer to the system elementary
diagrams for additional information relating to the
overall system operation.
2.0 bEe)CRIPWCN

The solenoid converter card converts the plunger
position of a center-tapped mechanically variable
reactor (solenoid) to a DC voltage. The solenoid and
the solenoid converter are mainly used as a feedback
element for position control of a dancer loop. The
“Min. Adj.” potentiometer, P401, is adjusted for a
minimum output voltage with the solenoid plunger at
one end position. If the solenoid plunger is moved, the
output voltage is increased, reaching a maximum at the
other end of travel.
The “Aux.” potentiometer, P402, may be used as a
position reference to which the converter output is
compared.
The output filter section reduces the inherent 120 Hz
ripple voltage to less than .lV peak-to-peak. The
output load impedance should be in the order of 18K
ohm for a rated output of 10 volts.
3.0 ADJUSTMENTS

3.01 Posttion the solenoid plunger at the end position
required for minimum converter output.
3.02 Adjust P401 for minimum output voltage
between the ‘*Neg.” and the “Pos.” test posts on
the card or with the instrument card if ordered
and connected to the converter output.
3.03 If P402 is used, refer to the system instructions
for proper adjustments.
3.04 Check for proper polarities. (If reversed, repeat
the above steps with the converter output
minimized with the solenoid plunger at the
opposite end position).

2

115V AC (+lO%, -5%) between tab 6 and 10.
Solenoid centertab to tab 26, end terminals to
tabs 8 and 9.
4.02 Output voltages:
Minimum -

less than 1V DC

Maximum - at least 1OV DC with a load
resistor of 18K ohm or larger.
Ripple - not to exceed .lV peak-to-peak from
1v to 1ov output.
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FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM
SOLENOID CONVERTER
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